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Abstract: The vortical structure of a sphere is investigated using a PIV technique at range of Reynolds number Re = 25–200. The main challenges are to understand the flow hydrodynamics and to clarify the flow pattern around a sphere. The purpose of this paper is experimental determination of velocity field and drag coefficient.
**Introduction.** Many studies have been conducted to investigate the flow field around a bluff body in a uniform flow. Sphere is considered as an idealized model of three dimensional axisymmetric bluff bodies. On the basis of previous research off low past a sphere, Sakamoto and Haniu [1] visualized the temporal evolution of vortical structure at range of Reynolds number $Re = 300–420$ with a dye method. Experimental investigation and flow visualization, Bakic and Peric [2], and Bakic et al. [3], shows that the far wake region continues to grow in size and produces a wave like motion. The relation between the Reynolds number and the drag coefficient $Cd$ of a sphere have the sub critical, the critical and the super critical region. In the sub critical region, the drag coefficient shows constant value. In the critical region, the drag coefficient decreases suddenly and reaches a minimum value. In the super critical region, the drag coefficient gradually increases after suddenly decrease [4].

**Experimental Setup and Measurements.** For this research purpose an experimental Test-Rig was designed and constructed to implement closed forced circulation water flow (Fig. 1).

![Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental test-Rig and the PIV method](image)

1 – high speed video camera, 2 – sphere, 3 – analyzed element-spring suspension, 4 – clear channel; 5, 10 – temperature sensors; 6, 13 – pressure sensors, 7 – collecting tank, 8 – circulating pump, 9 – stop valve, 11 – block collect information, 12 – laser, 14 – flow meter, 15 – computer, 16 – block synchronization
It comprises the following components: flow circuit, measurement devices, laser (pulsed), CCD camera, seeding arrangement for PIV measurements, and data acquisition system. Velocity measurements around a sphere have been carried out in the water tunnel, using Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV). Which made it possible to measure the spatial distributions of two and three components of the instantaneous flow velocity, to calculate the spatial derivatives of the velocity, and to calculate a whole set of mixed statistical moments. The diameter of the active portion of the test cell (test section) is 50 mm with an overall length of 1m and diameter of the sphere is 24 mm. The pilot scheme of the stand is shown in Fig. 2.

![Fig. 2. Relationship between drag coefficient and Reynolds number](image)

Figure 3 shows typical instantaneous velocity fields measured consecutively in the streamwise center plane. We can see the temporal evolution of vortex structure in the near-wake region. Vortices are shed alternatively in the upper and lower regions, and they go downstream with wavy fluctuations. The vortical structure in this streamwise center plane shows typical unsteady and asymmetric flow pattern, comprising of alternatively shedding vortices. The relation between the Reynolds number and the drag coefficient shown in Fig. 3.
Conclusions:

1. Developed experimental bench and measurement methods enable you to receive information on stationary and non-stationary characteristics of hydrodynamic flows around bodies of complex shapes.

2. The results of the verification experiments showed fairly good convergence of the results obtained with the data of other authors.
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